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Physical Requirements 
 

Mechanical Specifications 
● Form-Factor - Retain same 3.5” 1” formfactor 

● Leveraging the existing SFF 8301 specification 

● Leveraging 8323 mechanical Foot-print and Pin-1 Connector position 
 

Connector Requirements 
● Must allow for 2-lanes of PCIe  
● Must support PCIe-Gen4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Single-Port & Single-Lane Connector Signal Requirements, with up to PCIe-Gen3 Support: 

Moe El-Batal
@jason.adrian@microsoft.com I was under the impression that we said the connector can support a single lane of NVMe. The "Must allow for 2 lanes of PCIe" will be an issue for the SATA connector proposal_Assigned to jason.adrian@microsoft.com_

Jason Adrian
Good point - we need to figure this out. Per the survey, dual port support was required. However, we're now talking about 2 connector options: SATA for the single port, and SAS for the dual port. We should break this up into 2 options but define both here. Honestly, I think requiring SAS connector on the system side, and the option of SAS or SATA on the drive side (to enable 1 or 2 ports) might be the best option?

Moe El-Batal
Yes, I like the idea of adding both SATA and SAS, and then for the SAS version the system needs something to tell the SAS drive to come up as a Dual-Lane or Dual-Port configuration. We can use P1 for PERST# and P2 for DualPortEn# signals. What do you think? I can change the SATA diagram and add a SAS diagram.



 
Dual-Port or Dual-Lane Connector Signal Requirements, with up to PCIe-Gen4 Support:

 



Device Feature Requirements  
NVMe HDDs must use SRIS/SRNS to avoid REFCLK routing 
 

Slot Compatibility 
- Systems that support NVMe HDDs must support NVMe HDDs, but are not required to 

support SAS or SATA drives. Backwards compatibility support is up to the system 
designer.  

- If a SAS/SATA drive is mistakenly plugged in, the signal definition must ensure that no 
damage to the system or the device occur 

Security for NVMe HDDs - System and device 
requirements and options 
<< Jason A. :  should we define how security could work with options? While not device specific, 
it helps enable the NVMe HDD ecosystem >> 
 

Labels 
The edge of the NVMe HDD, the surface opposite the connector side of the drive, shall have a 
defined label location to provide the drive part number and serial number. Dimensions and 
location TBD. 2D or 3D barcode?  
 

 
 
Top Label 
<< leverage datacenter SSD spec? >> 

Madhavan Ravi
Separate clock is a must-have from a system perspective. Is there any concern with SRNS from an EMI perspective and issues to NVMe HDD adoption due to inability to reduce emissions for whatever reason? If HDDs will be pcie gen3 strictly for the longest time possible, is data-clocked architecture possible on the HDDs instead?

Madhavan Ravi
Should we simply refer to the OCP SSD spec for security requirements or the documents from the OCP security workgroup? I'd wager we are going to ask for the same stuff that NVMe ssds have today.

Dave Landsman
Do we need to flesh out what we said regarding attestation, etc., with respect to using PCIe VDM in lieu of a side band?  What are the requirements of the PCIe framework (DOE, IDE, CMA, etc.)

Jason Adrian
I think we should. We can list "requirements" here, as well as suggested implementations.

Madhavan Ravi
It is a good idea to get a scannable label on the top edge like quoted. But are dimensions and 2d/3d company specific? Or does everyone in the world ask for and get the same label definition?

Jason Adrian
I'd like to see if we can all agree on a common label. If not, at least common location + dimensions, with contents vendor/customer specific
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